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INTRODUCTION 

This matter came before me as arbitrator selected by the Parties to resolve a 

dispute arising under the 2011-2013 collective bargaining agreement between 

Cowlitz County, Washington and Cowlitz County Emergency Services 

Association. A hearing was held on June 3, 2013 in Kelso, Washington. The 

Parties presented witnesses, exhibits, and arguments. The Parties submitted 

post-hearing briefs. The hearing was closed upon receipt of post-hearing briefs 

on July 19, 2013. 

  

OPINION AND AWARD 

1. ISSUE 

 The Parties stipulated to the following issue: 
 

Under Article 22, Section 22.2 of the Parties’ 2011 to 2013 collective 
bargaining agreement, is there a substantial change in job duties or 
responsibilities of the Lead Dispatcher that supports any increase in wages? 
If so, what is the appropriate remedy? 

 
  

2. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

ARTICLE 1  PURPOSE 

1.1  Purpose. The purpose of this Agreement is to establish hours of 
work, pay rates, benefits, working conditions and other terms and conditions of 
employment under which employees covered by this Agreement will be 
employed during its term. 
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ARTICLE 4  GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 

 * * * 

 4.3  Arbitration. * * * 

The decision of the arbitrator shall be final and binding on the parties, and on 
all employees subject to this Agreement, but the arbitrator will confine his/her 
decision to the interpretation and application of the specific provisions of this 
Agreement which have been placed in issue by the parties, and will have no 
authority to enlarge, diminish, alter, amend or in any way modify the terms of this 
Agreement. 

 
Each party will pay one-half (1/2) of any fee to obtain the arbitration panel, but 

will bear its own costs and expenses in any such arbitration proceeding. The 
losing party (to be designated by the arbitrator) will pay the full cost of the 
arbitrator’s fees and any out-of-pocket or per diem expenses. The cost of all 
reporting and transcript fees shall be the responsibility of the party making the 
request unless the other party requests the opportunity to inspect and/or use the 
transcript for any purpose other than confirming its accuracy, in which event the 
cost shall be equally divided. 

 
ARTICLE 8  MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 

8.1  Management Rights. The Association recognizes that the County 
has the responsibility and authority to advance to the fullest extent possible the 
economy of operation of the Department and to protect the primary interests of 
the citizens the Department exists to serve. Thus, except as clearly and 
expressly limited by specific provisions of this Agreement, the rights of Employer 
in all respects to manage its operations, affairs and work force shall be totally 
unimpaired. 

 

8.2  Scope of Rights. Subject to Section 8.1, and by way of illustration 
rather than limitation, examples of management rights exclusively reserved to 
Employer are the rights: 

 
1.  To establish qualifications for employment . . .; 
 
* * * 
 
3.  To determine . . . the scope and content of each job . . .; 
 
* * * 
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6.  To transfer (subject to Section 8.5), assign and/or distribute work to or 

among other bargaining unit, non-bargaining unit and/or non-employees; 
 
7.  To establish, revise and implement standards for quality and quantity of 

work . . .; 
 
8.  To manage and direct the work force including, but not limited to, the right 

to determine the methods, processes and manner of performing work; . . . the 
right to supervise, transfer or assign employees . . .; 
 
ARTICLE 9  WAGES, OVERTIME AND OTHER COMPENSATION 

 
* * * 
 
9.10  Lead Pay. The Dispatch Lead employee on each shift will receive 

an additional 5% above current salary for all hours worked. * * * 
 
ARTICLE 22  JOB VACANCIES AND CHANGES 

 
* * * 
 
22.2  Changes in Classifications. Employer will have the right to make 

changes in job duties, and if the Association believes that the change(s) 
warrant(s) a change in any wage schedule, the parties will meet within fifteen 
(15) calendar days of the Association’s request and negotiate in good faith. If the 
parties do not reach agreement within twenty (20) calendar days of meeting, the 
Association may ask an arbitrator to review the wage issue by making a request 
within ten (10) calendar days thereafter, provided that no increase in any wage or 
wage schedule will be appropriate unless there is a substantial change in job 
duties or responsibilities. 

 
  

3. SUMMARY OF FACTS 

This case arises because the Association, following the procedures in Section 

22.2, asked the arbitrator to review the issue of whether the County made a 

substantial change in the job duties or responsibilities of Lead Dispatchers.  

Section 22.2 provides that the County can make changes in job duties, that the 

Parties will negotiate if the Association believes a change warrants a change in 
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the wage schedule, and that if the Parties do not agree the Association may ask 

an arbitrator to review the wage issue; no increase will be appropriate unless 

there is a substantial change in job duties or responsibilities. The Association 

proposes that the premium pay for Lead Dispatchers be raised from the current 5 

percent to 10 percent, and the County opposes any increase. 

The County employs approximately 27 Dispatchers plus three Lead 

Dispatchers, all represented by the Association. The primary duty of the 

Dispatchers is to receive emergency calls and then dispatch the appropriate law 

enforcement, fire, and medical personnel. The Leads spend most of their time 

doing identical work. In addition, the Leads provide leadership for other 

employees, fill vacancies that arise during a shift, and perform other duties – 

many of which are the subject of this arbitration and are discussed below. 

 Prior to the 2008-20101 collective agreement, Leads were paid a premium 

of $1.00 per hour. After 2002, when Deanna Wells became the Operations 

Manager, Lead Dispatchers were given more duties than they originally had. The 

2008-2010 collective agreement changed the premium from $1.00 per hour to 5 

percent of salary. The current agreement (2011-2013) also provides for a 5 

percent premium. Also in 2008 the Parties negotiated the creation of the 

Dispatch Supervisor position. Melissa Thomas, who had been a Lead, took this 

position. In 2009 Ms. Thomas voluntarily demoted to Lead, and the Supervisor 

position has not been filled since then. On June 22, 2012 the Association gave 

                                            
1 From time to time the Parties referred to the "2008-2011" agreement. The 2008-
2010 agreement was in effect from January 1, 2008 through December 31, 2010. 
The current 2011-2013 agreement is effective from January 1, 2011 through 
December 31, 2013. 
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notice to the County that it was seeking to negotiate a change in the Leads' wage 

scale. In November 2012 the County issued a new job description for Lead 

Dispatchers. Ultimately, negotiations regarding any change in Lead Dispatcher 

wage rates reached an impasse and the matter was submitted to arbitration.  

 

4. DISCUSSION 

A. Introduction. 

The Association's basic position in this case is that the Lead Dispatcher 

position has substantially changed since 2008, and that administrative duties 

formerly performed by the Operations Manager and the Dispatch Supervisor are 

now being performed by Leads. The Association's position is that the 2008 

premium increase was because of responsibilities added between 2002 and 

2008 (updating night call information in the CAD system, scheduling, updating 

the INFO file), that Leads' duties have increased drastically since then, and that 

the 2008 increase was relatively insignificant and not enough to compensate for 

responsibilities added since 2008. 

The County's basic position is that most of the duties that the Association 

claims are "additional" are actually duties that Lead Dispatchers have been 

performing since long before the current 2011-2013 collective agreement, and 

they are not "substantial" in terms of quantity, frequency, effort, skill, and nature. 

The County's position is that those duties that were added since the 2011 

contract were performed infrequently and were similar to duties already being 

performed by Lead Dispatchers. Finally, the County argues that work on the new 
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CAD system is not relevant because it was a temporary assignment performed 

almost exclusively during 2013. 

B. Definitions. 

(1) "Change." 

Section 22.2 uses the phrase “change in job duties or responsibilities,” and 

the individual word “change” is important.  

The Association accurately points out that Lead job duties and responsibilities 

have been changing over a considerable number of years. However, in the 

context of the current collective bargaining agreement and previous agreements, 

one must identify the exact period of time during which a change took place. 

It is clear that in bargaining for the 2008-2010 agreement the Association was 

able to get the Lead premium pay increased from $1.00 per hour to 5 percent 

above current salary, and this was because their duties had been increased. The 

Association calculates this as providing an additional $131 per year ($11 per 

month) for the Lead Dispatcher position at the 5th step for the 2008 wage scale, 

an amount the Association describes as "relatively insignificant and is not nearly 

enough to encompass the new responsibilities placed on the Lead Dispatchers 

since 2008." This issue of whether the increase in 2008 was significant or not is 

not a proper consideration in this arbitration. The County and the Association 

agreed to 5 percent, and there is nothing in Section 22.2 that allows an arbitrator 

to second-guess the Parties' agreement. The point is that I cannot be influenced 

by any opinion I might have as to whether or not $131 per year was relatively 

insignificant. 
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The Association stresses that there have been many changes -- many duties 

added on or increased -- since 2008. The difficulty with this way of presenting the 

situation is that it includes the entire period from 2008 forward, a period of time 

that spans both the 2008-2010 agreement and the 2011-2013 agreement. 

Section 22.2 was not designed, and is not intended, to be used to address 

changes that took place over this entire span of years. The function of Section 

22.2 is to make wage adjustments for substantial changes that take place during 

the three-year term of the 2011-2013 agreement. For changes in job duties and 

responsibilities that took place during 2008 through 2010, there were two 

avenues open to the Association. First, the Association could have used the 

Section 22.2 procedure while the 2008-2010 agreement was in force. This would 

have allowed the Parties to address any substantial changes that took place 

during that period of time, and to seek arbitration if they could not agree. Second, 

the Association could have engaged in bargaining about the Lead Dispatcher 

premium during the regular negotiations that preceded the 2011-2013 

agreement. These negotiations would not have been limited by any of the 

language in Section 22.2.  

It is clear that in bargaining for the 2011-2013 agreement there was no 

discussion at all regarding premium pay for Lead Dispatchers. Entering into that 

agreement was an acknowledgement that 5 percent was the appropriate amount 

based upon the job duties and responsibilities that existed at that time. The 2011-

2013 bargain was based on the realities that existed when the contract became 
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effective – 5 percent for performing the duties than then existed, plus an increase 

if the job duties or responsibilities changed substantially after that. 

Therefore, based on the above-described function of Section 22.2, the only 

changes in job duties or responsibilities that are relevant to this arbitration are 

those changes that took place during the 2011-2013 period of time. 

(2) "Substantial." 

Section 22.2 uses the word “substantial” in the phrase “substantial change in 

job duties or responsibilities.” The agreement does not define the word 

“substantial.” It is appropriate to use the ordinary meaning of the word with 

special attention to the fact that it is used in the context of determining wages 

and the fact that it applies specifically to “job duties or responsibilities.” The 

Association argues that the word “substantial” means “of considerable worth or 

importance.” The Association rejects any definition that would be based on the 

amount of time an employee spends on a particular task. The County offers a 

number of definitions. One is “considerable in quantity, of ample or considerable 

amount.” The County urges consideration of both qualitative and quantitative 

changes and suggests analyzing whether a change in duties would require 

additional or different skills, knowledge, or ability to perform the job.  

It is noteworthy that dictionaries do vary as to whether they include a 

quantitative element (which in the present case would be the amount of time) or 

whether they refer only to qualitative items (e.g., “of considerable importance, 

size, or worth.”)  
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In the context of this case, the better view is to focus primarily on the skill and 

effort needed, and the responsibility undertaken, to see whether they are of 

considerable importance, size, or worth. It is also proper to consider the amount 

of time spent, as a secondary factor. 

C. Specific duties and responsibilities. 

The Association specified a number of items warranting consideration as 

substantial changes in job duties or responsibilities. They are almost all reflected 

in language that appears in the November 2012 Job Description for Lead 

Dispatchers (Association Exhibit 9), but did not appear in earlier job descriptions. 

(1) Write and submit letter of commendation to staff. (Item 4, 
Association Exhibit 9) 

 
This a case where there was no change during 2011-2013. Leads performed 

these duties prior to the 2011-2013 agreement. When asked, "Previously were 

lead dispatchers to write letters of commendation?" Ms. Thomas answered, "I 

won't say it was just specifically even for Leads." Later she said it was "probably 

correct" that Operations Manager Deanna Wells had asked Leads to send in 

commendations prior to Ms. Thomas' revision of the job description. In addition, 

Ms. Thomas testified that she could not remember if she had ever sent one 

officially. 

(2) Emergency medical dispatch quality assurance. (Item 5, Association 
Exhibit 9) 
 

This a case where there was no change during 2011-2013. Leads performed 

these duties prior to the 2011-2013 agreement. The Emergency medical dispatch 

quality assurance (EMD/QA) involves randomly selecting 30 calls per month, 
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copying, listening, and scoring the Dispatcher's performance on a standard score 

sheet. This is done to ensure that Dispatchers follow a standard line of questions 

for each call they take, in accordance with protocols established by the National 

Academy of Medical Dispatch. Ms. Thomas testified that she was certified to do 

this work in 2008, that she performed this work while she was a Dispatch 

Supervisor (2008-2009), and continued to do it after she again became a Lead in 

2009.  

(3) Assist with other complaints as assigned. (Item 7, Association 
Exhibit 9) 
 

This a case where there was no change during 2011-2013. Leads performed 

these duties prior to the 2011-2013 agreement. The language in the previous job 

description includes, "assist the Department in addressing complaints and 

gathering information." Ms. Thomas testified that she was not sure what the new 

language meant, and also explained that what Leads do is simply receive 

information and pass it on to management. This does not require any particular 

level of skill, effort, or responsibility. There was no testimony indicating that it 

took up more than a miniscule amount of time. Even assuming that this was a 

change, it was not a substantial change. 

(4) Coach and train 911 dispatch trainees and other FTEs in proper 
skills, knowledge and decision making. Assist administration in new 
911 applicant interviews and testing as assigned. (Item 11, 
Association Exhibit 9) 

 
This a case where there was no change during 2011-2013. Leads performed 

these duties prior to the 2011-2013 agreement. Clearly this set of tasks is 

demanding and invasive, imposes significant responsibility, and takes a great 
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deal of time. However, as Ms. Thomas put it, "I was under the impression that it 

was already one of our primary duties." Since before 2010, both Leads and 

Dispatchers have been involved in assisting with hiring, training new hires, and 

coaching and counseling Dispatchers. There was no testimony specifically 

directed at testing. 

(5) Attending  user agency, department planning, and regional 
development meetings as assigned. (Item 12, Association Exhibit 9) 

 

Ms. Thomas testified that these were duties she performed as a Supervisor, 

which would have been 2008-2009. There are three sets of duties mentioned. 

First is management meetings. She said that Leads have attended management 

meetings for "easily" ten years. Therefore, there was no change as to 

management meetings during 2011-2013; Leads performed these duties prior to 

the 2011-2013 agreement. Second is regional development meetings. There was 

no testimony as to any Leads attending regional development meetings. Third is 

user agency meetings. This pertains to the Law User Group, meetings of 

administrators, captains, or sergeants from local law enforcement agencies. Lead 

Dispatchers attend these meetings as a spokesperson for 9-1-1. Ms. Thomas 

testified that this took place prior to 2011, and said "I'd been on the Law User 

Board for years." According to Ms. Wells, there were two Law User Group 

meetings in 2009, one in 2010, none in 2011, and four in 2012. Ms. Thomas 

attended one in 2009 (although it is unknown whether she was a Supervisor or a 

Lead at that time), one in 2010, and three in 2012. This shows that, to the extent 

that there was a change during the 2011-2013 period, it was a small increase in 

the number of such meetings. There was no evidence that the nature of these 
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meetings in 2012 (that is, compared to previous meetings) required any change 

in skills, training, or responsibility. Therefore, the change was a small increase in 

number -- a quantitative rather than qualitative change. These meetings were no 

longer than 90 minutes each. Given the fact that the quantitative increase was 

small (90 minutes more than in 2010), and the fact that there was no evidence of 

any qualitative change, my finding is that this did not constitute a substantial 

change in job duties or responsibilities. 

(6) Will maintain a thorough knowledge of the Communications Center 
and outside agencies SOG’s as pertains to 911 operations, Policies, 
Procedures, Training Bulletins and other directives and memo’s, and 
will be able to provide guidance and assistance to user agencies and 
co-workers. (Item 13, Association Exhibit 9) 

 
The previous job description required a "working knowledge." The change in 

the job description is to require a "thorough knowledge." Testimony described 

this as an "expectation" or "requirement" rather than a "duty." Of greatest 

importance is the fact that there was no showing of any actual change or 

difference in the Leads' actual work. There was no showing that Leads spent 

additional time in increasing their knowledge, that they expended any extra effort 

or different skills, or that the County actually required anything at all to happen 

beyond the change in wording of the job description. Ms. Thomas indicated that a 

new Lead may not have a thorough knowledge, yet "over time, with the repetition 

with those agencies, you probably have a more thorough knowledge." This all 

indicates that the actual work of the Leads was not changed at all, and that the 

more thorough knowledge arrives as the result of the Leads continuing to 

perform their usual duties in the usual way. 
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(7) Assist in creating and maintaining accuracy of SOG’s, Training 
Bulletins, training manuals, resource manuals, materials and other 
data as assigned. (Item 14, Association Exhibit 9) 

 
The SOGs are Standard Operating Guides that provide Dispatchers with 

detailed guidance for their day-to-day operations. Training Bulletins are shorter 

(one or two pages) descriptions of how to perform certain tasks, or to explain a 

change, or to explain something new. Ms. Thomas testified that she has done 

four new SOGs and revised a half dozen SOGs since 2009. Each new SOG took 

from two to four hours. Each revision took less time, described as typically not 

time consuming. She said she has done less than five Training Bulletins since 

2009. 

Ms. Thomas said that Lead Dispatchers have worked on Training Bulletins 

since 2002. Therefore, working on Training Bulletins cannot be considered a 

change that took place during the 2011-2013 contract period. 

The record is less clear as to when Leads first worked on preparing and 

revising SOGs. Since 2006 Ms. Wells has asked both Dispatchers and Leads to 

review SOGs on an annual basis to let her know which ones need revisions. 

Although she could not give specific dates, Ms. Wells testified that she asked 

Leads and Dispatchers to provide feedback prior to when Laurie Masse became 

Communications Center Director in 2006, yet Ms. Wells was less than clear as to 

whether giving feedback was the same as preparing and revising. On the other 

hand, Ms. Thomas' testimony describing how many new and revised SOGs she 

worked on related to "since 2009," a period that includes time prior to the current 

2011-2013 contract period.  
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 One SOG revision (Employer Exhibit No. 3) dated May 2011 involved 

adding 15 lines of text relating to entry of abandoned vehicles into the CAD 

system. The Longview Police Department provided this information and Ms. 

Thomas entered the revision. Another SOG revision (Employer Exhibit No. 4) 

dated April 2011 involved adding a relatively small amount of text. The 

Prosecuting Attorney set out the procedure and protocols they wanted regarding 

sex abuse and child abuse cases, and Ms. Thomas incorporated those into the 

SOG. Ms. Thomas said she "took the INFO file entry and tweaked it a bit." Ms. 

Thomas also prepared a Training Bulletin relating to this topic. 

 The evidence regarding preparing and revising SOGs was far less than 

conclusive as to two critical issues -- whether or not Lead Dispatchers performed 

these tasks prior to the current 2011-2013 contract period, and whether these 

tasks were substantially different from the work Leads did prior to 2011. As for 

timing, the Association did not carry its burden of proving that there was a 

change during 2011-2013. Even if there was a change, it appears that the tasks 

described by Ms. Thomas were substantially similar to tasks that Leads were 

performing prior to 2011. Therefore, the Association has failed to establish a 

substantial change in job duties or responsibilities. 

(8) Coordinating training with Department of Corrections. (Item 8, 
Association Exhibit 3) 

 
On a one-time basis in 2011 Ms. Thomas was asked to coordinate a training 

with the Department of Corrections. This was substantially the same sort of work 

she had done before, except that it involved all Dispatchers rather than only 

those on her shift. She identified what information it would be useful for 
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Dispatchers to learn, and scheduled a meeting. This involved a small amount of 

work that was practically identical to work she had previously done.  

(9) Copying tapes of dispatch calls. (Item 16, Association Exhibit 9) 

From time to time, law enforcement agencies request copies of dispatch calls. 

Performing this task requires identifying the relevant calls, retrieving them, and 

burning them onto a CD. This is a duty that in the past has been performed by 

the Dispatch Supervisor and by individuals who were hired as temporary 

employees or as summer help. Testimony was vague as to whether Leads had 

done this prior to 2011. During 2011 there were requests for over 30 copies, due 

to litigation involving a longshore dispute. Many employees worked on these, 

including Leads. This was work that Ms. Thomas described as involving the use 

of a computerized program, and that it was "not hard." Although being hard is not 

a necessary ingredient in analyzing whether something is substantial, describing 

it as not hard does suggest that it was not substantial. There was no description 

of any requirement that Leads use any skills or knowledge or effort other than 

what they normally use. Also, the evidence did not reveal the amount of time that 

Leads devoted to this project. It is clear that Dispatchers also worked on this 

project. From the overall description of copying tapes over the years, it appears 

that this was a task that was "not hard," was relatively infrequent, and was done 

by both the Dispatch Supervisor and lower-level employees such as Dispatchers 

and temporary help. Then in 2012 there was an increase in requests (over 30) 

and the Leads assisted with the project. It is difficult to conclude that copying 

tapes amounted to a significant change in job duties or responsibilities. There 
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was a temporary spike in the number of requests, and the work was distributed 

among supervision, Leads, and Dispatchers. My conclusion is that the 

Association has not carried the burden of proving that this amounted to a 

substantial change. 

(10) Updating call out procedures.  

In May 2012 Ms. Thomas updated the call-out procedures for the dive team. 

She did not create or revise these procedures; they were done by a Cowlitz 

County Sheriff's Captain who sent them to her. Ms. Thomas put this into an 

electronic reference file called the INFO file. As for the amount of time taken, she 

did not remember. As to the level of difficulty, she said "it's not simple like a Word 

document," and "For lack of anything better, it's cumbersome." This evidence 

falls short of describing any significant change in skills, effort, or responsibility. 

My conclusion is that the Association has not carried the burden of proving that 

this amounted to a substantial change. 

(11) Assisting in the implementation of the new CAD system. (Item 
16, Association Exhibit 9)  

 

In November 2011 the County entered into a contract to purchase a new CAD 

system. Two Leads attended a meeting in Clark County during 2011, and during 

the summer of 2012 there were 29 days when two Leads were pulled off the floor 

to work on the new system. During 2013 two Leads were pulled off the floor for 

about six months to work on the new system. 

The County objects to any consideration of the new CAD system on the 

ground of relevance. That objection is overruled. The County made three points. 
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First, is that the Association's request to negotiate was initiated before the Leads 

began working on the new CAD system. The new CAD system was not listed in 

the Association's partial list dated July 5. Although the evidence was far from 

precise on this point, and Ms. Wells testified that she did not know what month in 

2012 she first began pulling Leads off the floor to work on the new CAD system, 

she did say that she started implementing the system "close to" March, and her 

testimony suggested that she pulled Leads off the floor during the summer of 

2012. This would be before or shortly after the Association's request, and 

consistent with the Association's major point that the County was continuing to 

add more duties. In addition, these duties were being performed in fact while the 

Parties were in negotiations. Second, is that the Association waived any 

objections to the Leads working on the new CAD system in 2013 by failing to 

raise any issue of a wage increase. A wage increase was already being 

requested, and waiver cannot be derived from the fact that the Association did 

not ask for even more of an increase for a specific duty. Third, is that the new 

CAD duties were only temporary. There is nothing in Section 22.2 that suggests 

a distinction between temporary and permanent changes. 

 The work that two Leads performed on the new CAD system was a 

substantial change in job duties or responsibilities. They were pulled off the floor, 

with the result that they were not performing their normal Lead duties except on 

an overtime basis or to fill vacancies in a shift. Although much of the new CAD 

work involved data entry, something Leads have done for a long time, much of 

the work is substantially different. This is a new system that obviously required 
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Leads to devote their full attention to learning how to make it work, and acquiring 

new skills and abilities. They were dealing directly with vendors, working on run 

cards, testing the system for functionality, recommending changes to the 

program or the system, and troubleshooting.  

 The remedy must be tailored to fit the realities that the work on the new 

CAD involved only two individual Leads and that work was temporary. Therefore 

a wage increase should apply only to those two individuals and should apply only 

during the times when they were spending their time off the floor and on the new 

CAD system. 

 The Parties provided no benchmarks for calculating a wage increase, 

either for the new CAD work or for the other work that the Association claimed 

was a change, other than the Association's request for 5 percent more and the 

County's request for nothing more. My conclusion is that a 2 percentage point 

increase is the appropriate amount. 

D. Summary. 

Except for one item, the items identified by the Association either were not 

changes (because the duties had been performed prior to the 2011-2013 period 

of the current collective bargaining agreement) or were not substantial changes. 

The one item that was a substantial change was pulling Leads off the floor to 

work on the new CAD system. 
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5. LOSER PAYS PROVISION 

Section 4.3 provides that "The losing party (to be designated by the arbitrator) 

will pay the full cost of the arbitrator’s fees and any out-of-pocket or per diem 

expenses. Because the Association did obtain an increase in wages, the County 

must be designated the loser. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Under Article 22, Section 22.2 of the Parties’ 2011 to 2013 collective 

bargaining agreement, there is a substantial change in job duties or 

responsibilities of the Lead Dispatcher that supports an increase in wages. 

Under Article 4, Section 4.3 of the Parties’ 2011 to 2013 collective bargaining 

agreement, the County is designated the losing Party and will pay the full cost of 

the arbitrator’s fees and any out-of-pocket or per diem expenses. 
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7. AWARD 

A. The grievance is allowed in part. The following sentence shall be added 

after the first sentence in Section 9.10: "Any individual Dispatch Lead employee 

who is taken off the floor to work on the new CAD system will receive an 

additional 2% (for a total of 7%) above current salary for all hours spent working 

on the new CAD system." 

B. In all other respects, the grievance is denied. 

C. The County is designated the losing Party and will pay the full cost of the 

arbitrator’s fees and any out-of-pocket or per diem expenses. 

 

 

Dated: August 5, 2013 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
____________________ 
          Ross Runkel 

 


